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European Enduro Championship
at Burg (Germany) - Preview
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On the 5th and 6th of August the third round of the European Enduro Championship will take place at Burg, in Germany, close to Magdeburg.
Like in Estonia, where the last round was held one month ago, the locality is
plain, without mountains and hills. Nevertheless it includes a track longer than 80
km 95% offroad and will be physically tiring for the riders. The ground will be mostly sandy, in very bumpy woods with a lot of roots. This will be a small home-advantage fort German riders, who are used to all this conditions (here a round of
German Championship is being held for 22 years and even this weekend the competition is valid for German Championship, too).
Every three laps there will be a motocross test and two enduro-tests. In addition,
there will be a show-start in the centre of the town on Saturday, in order to present the enduro sport to the audience.
A total of 160 riders is going to participate to this round of the European Championship.
The leader of the overall rating, Italian Oscar Balletti (in the photo), arrives with
a respectable advantage in front of his countryman Matteo Pavoni. The Junior Pavoni won the second day in Estonia, while Balletti was not particularly successful.
The favourite is the reigning German champion Dennis Schröter, a well known specialist of this sandy terrain.
This should not impress the Swede Andreas Linusson: the KTM driver has won all
races so far in the E1 class and is aiming at the title.
German riders will be the biggest rivals for the Brit Jaimie Lewis in the E2 Class:
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the current champion Marco Neubert as well as Davide von Zitzewitz will certainly
benefit from their home advantage.
In the E3 class, Oscar Balletti's lead in championship in the E3 class in not so dominant as in the overall: Rannar Uusna from Estonia might be dangerous for him in
the championship, because he is accustomed to such conditions.
Livetiming at the following links:
1st day: http://zeitnahme-dataservice.de/burg12017/main.html
2nd day: http://zeitnahme-dataservice.de/burg22017/main.html
.

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here
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About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attributions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, environment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling

